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War and poverty are ‘extraordinary conditions created by human intervention’ and ‘preventable public health problems.’ War and

Abstract
poverty have many negative effects on human health, especially women’s health. Health problems arising due to war and poverty are
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in 2010. A total of 247 female students, who volunteered to participate in this study, were selected. Studying in one of the fields
of medical sciences with a minimum of 1 year of internship experience in a clinical setting was among the inclusion criteria.
Sample size was selected based on a similar study (2) with a 95%
CI and a 3% accepted margin of error.
The employed questionnaire included items on demographic
characteristics such as age, marital status, education level, family history of breast cancer and performing BSE. The Champion’s Health Belief Model Scale (CHBMS) was also used. HBM
has been primarily used to study related factors of breast cancer screening behaviors such as performing BSE. According to
HBM, individuals have to come to the understanding that a situation can potentially lead to serious consequences (the perceived
severity and difficulty) and believe that a series of measures
can bring about positive outcomes (the perceived benefits). According to this model, it is also necessary to develop an understanding with respect to susceptibility or sensitivity to a specific
kind of disease/illness (the perceived sensitivity). People have
concluded that barriers against taking appropriate measures are
overshadowed by their advantages. This model also evaluates the
perceived self-efficacy (what an individual imagines to be capable of), which reflects patients’ perception of their capabilities
in performing BSE accurately. The validity and reliability of this
scale have been demonstrated in a number of Iranian studies
(2,8). Previous Cronbach alpha for the CHBMS varied from 0.79
to 0.94 (2,3,5,8).
The latest version of this scale was adopted in this study. The
questionnaire included 19 items. All related items to HBM were
scored using a 5-point scale. They showed the extent to which
they agreed with each item, with higher numbers suggesting
higher levels of agreement with that item. Respondents’ perception of their susceptibility to breast cancer was evaluated with
2 items (e.g. what do you have to say in response to whether
the probability of your developing cancer is much lower/higher than a normal woman), (α = 0.64). The perceived severity of
breast cancer was measured using 4 items (e.g. if I had breast
cancer, my life would have completely changed), (α = 0.71). The
perceived benefits of doing BSE was evaluated using 3 items (e.g.
performing regular BSE means that early diagnosis of breast cancer is possible), (α = 0.69). Respondents were given an 8-item list
of barriers for doing BSE and were asked to show the extent to
which each barrier inhibited regular BSE practices. Five items
were used to measure the perceived emotional barriers based on
an analysis of the perceived barriers to the regular practice of
BSE (for instance, finding BSE emotionally irritating), (α = 0.82).
Three items were used to measure the perceived skill barriers
(e.g. concern for inability to properly examine my breasts),
(α = 0.68). The perceived self-efficacy was evaluated using 2
items (e.g. I am confident that I can examine my breasts regularly) (α = 0.75). In addition, the questionnaire included a single
question to determine the intention to perform BSE (e.g. I intend
to do BSE regularly over the next year). Respondents were asked
to specify the extent to which they performed BSE practices at
the time using 7 categories of answers: rarely/never [0], once a
year [1], 3-4 times a year [2], once a month [3], once every two
weeks [4], once a week [5] and once a day or more [6]. To examine family history, respondents specified the number of first- and
second-degree relatives suffering from breast cancer. They were
also classified based on once a month BSE practice [1] or less [0]
as well as a range of social-demographic information. According to similar studies (3,5), attitude towards health was classified
into two low (poor) and high (good) attitudes towards health.

SPSS 13 was used for the statistical analysis of the data. Normal distribution of data was examined using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test. Descriptive statistics, including frequency and percentage
were used for nominal data and mean ± standard deviation (SD)
was used for continuous data. Chi-square and Spearman correlation tests were used to examine the hypothesis on the relationship between nominal and numerical data, respectively. P < 0.05
was considered to be statistically significant.
Results
The mean age of samples was 21.76 ± 2.6 years. The distribution
of other demographic data is presented in Table 1. The positive
family history of breast cancer was mainly related to their grandmothers (31.57%, n = 6). Among those who did not perform BSE
regularly, “I do not think about it” (17.56%, n = 39), “I do not
know” and “I do not have the necessary skill to do it” (14.86%,
n = 33) constituted the main causes, respectively. Students with a
positive family history of breast cancer performed BSE practices more often than their counterparts (n = 16 out of 19, 82.2%,
compared with n = 21 out of 228, 9.2%, P < 0.05).
Students’ health beliefs had a statistically significant relationship
with performing BSE (P < 0.05). Attitude towards health was low
for the majority of samples (n = 153, 61.94%). More analyses of
HBM are depicted in Table 2. Regular BSE was significantly related to all health belief subscales other than “the perceived severity.” In addition, irregular BSE was significantly related to all
health belief sub-scales other than “the perceived severity.”
Discussion
Women have to be educated on BSE, which would enable them
to diagnose breast cancer at early stages. This study aimed at
investigating the relationship between health beliefs and BSE
among university students. Results showed that a small percentage (10.12%) of subjects performed BSE regularly. Studies on
healthcare personnel reports 6%-83% of regular BSE practices
(9-11). In general, considerable increase in screening behaviors
was observed in previous studies (12). Unfortunately, results
from our study pointed to much less frequent regular BSE compared to the general population. This could be accounted for by
our young samples who were of less age compared to those of
other studies (35-45 years of age), or by little work experience on
their part (9-11); since older individuals have seen more cases
with breast cancer and according to the HBM, have also found
themselves at risk (7).
According to the results, individuals with a positive family history of breast cancer are more likely to do BSE. Moreover, those
Table 1. Socio-Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

Characteristics
Marital status
Married
Single
Performing BSE
Yes, Regularly
Yes, Irregularly
No
Clinical work experience
Yes
No
Family history of breast cancer
Yes
No
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n

%

20
227

8.09
91.91

25
74
148

10.12
29.95
59.91

13
234

5.26
94.73

19
228

7.69
99.98
111
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Table 2. The Correlation Between the Health Belief Model (HBM) Variables and Breast Self-examination (BSE)

Mean

SD

BSE regular

BSE irregular

INT

SEF

SKL

EMO

BEN

SEV

Perceived Susceptibility (SUS)

3.46

0.63

0.04

0.08a

0.05

-0.07a

0.00

0.05

-0.05

0.17c

Perceived Severity (SEV)

3.08

0.72

0.01

0.02

0.05

-0.02

0.10b

0.16c

0.01

Perceived Benefits (BEN)

4.00

0.71

0.17c

0.26c

0.40c

0.56c

-0.31c

-0.13c

Perceived Emotional Barriers (EMO)

1.22

0.48

-0.24c

-0.23c

-0.36c

-0.24c

0.47c

Perceived Skill Barriers (SKL)

1.64

0.81

-0.35c

-0.39c

-0.43c

-0.51c

Self-Efficacy (SEF)

3.51

0.91

0.38

0.38

0.51

Intention (INT)

4.36

0.73

0.36c

0.51c

Doing BSE irregularly

74d

29.95e

0.44c

25d

10.12e

Doing BSE regularly

c

c

c

P < 0.05, P < 0.01, P < 0.001; Number, Percent.

a

b

c

d

e

with higher levels of perceived cancer risk significantly exhibit
higher levels of perceived susceptibility. On the other hand, a
positive perception of susceptibility to cancer has a significant
relationship with doing BSE.
More regular BSE practices have been reported in women with
a positive family history of breast cancer (5) which could be due
to sufficient awareness of the relationship between genetic factors and breast cancer on their part. Tastan et al reported that
subjects with a positive family history of breast cancer have a
higher awareness level and knowledge of screening methods (3).
It seems that individuals with a positive family history of breast
cancer are more inclined to think that they have such risk factors.
In other words, students with a positive family history of breast
cancer know that they can be at greater risks. Therefore, they try
to perform BSE practices in a regular manner to prevent further
malignancy. In a study which showed that only 6% of women did
regular BSE practices, it was found that “lack of awareness and
deeming BSE unnecessary” was the most common justification
for not performing BSE and not receiving medical examination
(2).
Other studies have stressed the relationship between offering
trainings to subjects and doing BSE (3). Results from another
study revealed that offering training on BSE increased its frequency considerably (1). It appears that sufficient information
on breast cancer positively affects BSE. Previous studies in Iran
revealed that lower levels of BSE practices among women were
related to lower levels of education, lack of awareness of cancer
and lack of necessary knowledge to perform BSE (2). However,
despite the fact that all participants in this study were educated,
the level of regular BSE practices was very low. This could be
explained by fear of finding a tumor and not by lower awareness
levels, as similar studies have demonstrated that one of the major reasons inhibiting women from doing screening tests such as
BSE is the fear of discovering a tumor and subsequent surgical
operations (3).
In the present study, intention to perform BSE depended on the
perceived benefits and barriers which is consistent with the results of Norman and Brian (P < 0.0001) (13). On the other hand,
the perceived benefits and barriers were related with performing
BSE. Consequently, the results of this study are largely consistent
with previous applications of HBM in relation with BSE which
acknowledged the significant effects of perceived benefits and
barriers (13,14). On the other hand, non-significant effects were
reported with respect to the perceived severity (13,15); whereas
inconsistent results have been yielded on the perceived sensitivity in that it has a significant relationship in some studies (14) and
112

a non-significant relationship in others (13,15).
The results demonstrated that the perceived self-efficacy is related with behavioral trends and doing BSE, which is consistent
with previous studies that had reported a significant relationship
between the perceived self-efficacy and BSE. Results revealed
that individuals with higher levels of health beliefs are less likely not to perform BSE. Similarly, results from previous studies
showed that health belief subscales such as health motivation,
benefits, barriers and BSE sensitivity are related to doing BSE (8).
Other studies demonstrated that a relationship exists between
approach, behaviors, beliefs and early diagnosis (16) in that an
ideal health attitude results in doing regular BSE practices and
consequently to early diagnosis. In a similar vein, some studies
have shown that majority of breast tumors are initially detected by patients by touch (17). It should be noted that, based on
previous published articles, offering training on breast cancer
influences women’s health beliefs as well (12,16,18); therefore, it
seems that improving students’ health beliefs may lead to regular
BSE practices.
Limitations
This study was based on a sample taken from female students in
a particular area and thus, cannot be generalized to the general
population. The study needs to be repeated with a large more
diversified sample and by taking cultural barriers to screening
into account.
Conclusion
The incidence of breast cancer is increasing. Patients suffering
from advanced stages of this disease in Iran are relatively younger (about 10 years) than their western counterparts (2). BSE is
a simple and effective method to make women aware of breast
cancer and encourage them to be examined by physicians in early stages. Approach, behaviors and particularly informed health
beliefs on BSE can help the early diagnosis of breast cancer. Results from this study revealed that not only did the selected samples not perform BSE practices, but also they did not provide
any training to those admitted by them. Moreover, they lacked
sufficient and proper health belief.
The importance of this issue lies in the positive relationship
between BSE and health belief. In other words, it appears that
BSE behaviors could be more frequently observed by acceptable
health beliefs. Therefore, it is necessary to improve BSE and
health belief behaviors due to the important role of samples in
public health. It seems that more training programs can help
students update their knowledge of breast cancer screening to
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promote doing BSE.
There are several implications to the results of this study that
promote regular BSE practices in women with a positive family
history of breast cancer; particularly those engaged in the healthcare system who need to continue highlighting the positive advantages of regular BSE and the potential barriers that women
might experience. Regarding the perceived self-efficacy, the relevant interventions have to be made in order to improve women
self-confidence about their ability to perform regular BSE.
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